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GUSA Begins

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON D.C.

Election Season
Candidates Gear Up for Race
By James Tassini

dential candidates.

Four students at the meeting said they intended to run for
GUSA president: Brock Dubin (CAS 94), Rick Heitzmann

(SBA ’94), Chris McLaughlin (CAS ’95), and Andrew
Uehling (CAS 94).
Dubin is the only candidate who is not currently affiliated
with GUSA. McLaughlin and Heitzmann are both GUSA
representatives, and Uehling is GUSA vice president.
Dubin said he and his running mate Carlo Tamburro (SFS

(SES

for all the students,

GUSA

Manager Stefaan Ver Eecke (SBA 93)
and O’Brien to talk about how the Pub
could diversify its scheduled events.
“The Basement wants to act as a service for everyone at Georgetown. This
conference established how much we
have in common and began a positive
dialoguefor the future,” Heitzmann said.
On Nov. 1991, NAACP members began a student boycott of the Pub in an
effortto diversify its programming.
They
ended the boycott when Pub leaders
agreed to take more requests from students and promote programming aimed
at minorities.

’95), a

not just its

representative McLaughlin

and his

See GUSA, p. 3

Michael

onathan/The HOYA

Freshman center Othella Harrington pulls down one of his 11 rebounds Wednesday
night in the Hoyas 82-64 victory over the Miami Hurricanes. See story, p. 8

Special to The HOYA

Seven weeks into the spring semester, Georgetown students have begun to
wear the weary looks of people who

have had too many midterms and too
much winter weather.
But today, the last day of classes
before spring break, they have reason to
smile — 10 days of worry-free rest and
relaxation are right around the corner.
Most students plan to vacate campus
after their last classes, heading for sunnier shores or at least the comfort of
home. But whether students plan to travel
or stay on campus for break, it can be
safely said that few intend to make much
use of their textbooks.
“I plan to hit the beach, get a tan and
party. . . spring break is very much
needed, especially right after midterms,”
said Gwendolyn Herrarte (SES 96).

Herrarte plans to travel to Daytona Beach
with some Georgetown friends on a package trip arranged through a travel com-

pany.
Daytona has been a spring break hot
spot in recent years, attracting hundreds
of thousands of college students eager

for some fun in the sun. Herrarte said
Daytona would probably be “pretty wild”
but added that she and her friends had
chosen Daytona because “it was pretty
inexpensive, compared to Cancun.”
The Students of Georgetown, Inc.’s
(the Corp)

Europe

travel service does a brisk

business in spring break package deals,
according to Karl Barnickol (CAS 94),

vice president of operations.
Barnickol said trips offered through
Corp Travel cost about $550 to $650 and
include air fare and hotel accommodations. He added that students were more
interested in being someplace warm for
the week, rather than staying in swanky
resorts.
“Students do not expect to be putup in
a Ritz-Carlton. Most are expecting a
nice warm beach and a lot of sleep,”
Barnickol said.
Corp Travel was also arranging anumber of individualized trips to Europe,
although Caribbean destinations were
more popular, Barnickol said.
“Nassau, Bahamas and Cancun,
Mexico, have been the biggest selling
trips, but quite a few people are going to

Paul

Prueitt,

and

Florida,”

hoped

John Carroll Awards to Be Presented in London

Kevin Martin (SES ’96) said his spring
break plans did not include a trip-to an
exotic locale. “Most of my friends are
going to Florida; I'm going to bed,” he

- The Georgetown University Alumni
Association plans to hold its ahnual John
Carroll Awards ceremony the weekend
of April 28 in London, according to an
invitation sent to all alumni.
Five John Carroll awards will be presented to alumni based on career accomplishments, volunteer service to Georgetown University, public service, community involvement, personal qualities
and dedication to the principles of Georgetown, said Paul ONeill, assistant executive director of the Alumni Association. The awards were established in
1951.

" HOYA File Photo

planned to remain on campus to work at
the undergraduate admissions office.
“Spring break is a good time to make a
little bit of money,” she said.

sites in West Virginia to help impoverished communities.

“Working isn’t as stressful [over
break] because it’s the only thing you’re
doing. Youdon’thavetofititin between
and

homework,”

Del

“There is alot of community involvement. It varies from site to site— everything from farm work to construction,”

Castillo

said Usha Rodrigues (CAS 95), who is

said.

participating in the Appalachia program
this year.

Other Hoyas are using their time over
break to do community service. The
Volunteer and Public Service Center
sponsors the Spring Break in Appalachia program, which takes students to

assistant

re-

to present

it to Vice

Prueitt’s proposal calls for the
development of a computer that
would aid in language translation.
Prueittsaid a translation computer
had already
been used in
Georgetown’s Russian-English
program but said he hoped it could
be expanded to other languages.
“The proposal calls for a ma-

planned

as a universal translator,” Prueitt
said.
Prueittsaid the project had originally been planned for submission
to former Vice President Dan
Quayle’s office. Once Gore was
elected, however, Prueitt decided

to present the plan to Gore after
consulting one of Gore’s former
legislative assistants.
Prueitt said he had originally

“I wanted a break from Georgetown,
and a slower pace of life,” Rodrigues

said.

to forward

the proposal

to Gore’s office two weeks ago, but
decided to involve the School of
Languages and Linguistics (SLL)
“because it involves both physics
and linguistics,” he said.

“We took the proposal to [SLL

Robert N. Bee (SES ’55), James P.
Clark (CAS *70),John A. Gaberino (CAS
"63, LAW ’66), Douglas E. MacDonald
(CAS ’41) and William G. Reynolds
(CAS 79) were chosen as the Carroll

award winners by an alumni committee.
“I was enormously honored and
pleased. The award has been given to so

dean asked the SLL faculty to look

Special to The HOYA

it over,” Prueitt said. “Once the
review has been completed, we will

Robert Gosende, a diplomatic associate with
Georgetown’s Institute for the Study of Diplomacy (ISD), left the relative peace and safety of
his teaching job last week to become Special U.S.
Envoy to the war-torn nation of Somalia.
According to Gosende, he had been an ISD
associate while on sabbatical from the State Department, but President Bill Clinton appointed
him to the post earlier this year. He taught his final
class last week before preparing to depart for
Somalia, perphaps as early as next week.
Gosende said he was assigned by State Department officials to run the U.S. liaison office in
Somalia’s capital city, Mogadishu. According to
Grosende, the.office is responsible for coordinating the efforts of U.S. troops in Somalia, who are
working with UN forces in Operation Restore
Hope to reestablish order and end the civil war
that has left most of the small African nation’s

E.]

Alatis,

and

move it to Al Gore’s office.”
According to the proposal presented to Alatis, machine transla-

tion research could “unify our existing academic programs at Georgetown.”
“The
tem

new computational sys-

will assist

Georgetown

stu-

dents and clients in exploring technical or economic information in
one or more languages,” the pro-

posal said.
Prueitt said the machine translation project presented an opportunity for different academic disciplines to work together.
— Jennifer Almeida

whom

I greatly respect,

“It’s areal affirmation that the alumni
body is becoming younger. What it represents for me is that a young person can
come inand within a short period of time
really have an impact,” Reynolds said.
Reynolds serves as national chairman
of the annual fund and chairman of his
class and said he won the award because

of his “diversity of experience coupled
with visibility, plus accomplishment and
performance.”
The London ceremony-marks the first
time the awards are to be presented
overseas, O'Neill said. The awards weekend is held at a different site each year to
“rotate it geographically,” he added.

Robert Gosende Appointed Special U. S. Envoy to Somalia
By Naomi Wische

James

people

and it was agreat privilege to be awarded
it,” said Clark, who chairs the Los Angeles Alumni Admissions Program.
Reynolds is one of the youngest people
ever to win the award, and said it was
symbolic of the impact younger Georgetown alumni are having on the association.

ISD Associate Leaves for Africa

the

Dean

chine translation system. . . to act

. Assistant Research Professor Dr. Paul Prueitt.

According to Karl Barnickol, Corp
Travel offers Caribbean trips.

Maria Del Castillo (SLL ’93) said she

classes

many

By Melissa Lewis
HOYA Staff Writer

said. Martin plans to visit friends in

President Albert Gore in the near
future.

Michael Shulman/The HOYA

Honor Five Graduates

said.

“Bahamas and Cancun are popular because they’re more geared to university
crowds, but Bahamas is becoming more
popular because Cancun has gotten kind
of old.”

search professor in Georgetown’s
physics department; said he had
recently developed a proposal for
a‘“Georgetown Projectin Support
of Electronic Scholarship Review”
and

Bamnickol

Connecticut.

an

Rick Heitzmann (SBA 94).

Alumni Association To

Annual Spring Break Exodus Begins
By Darlena Stark

role,

Heitzmann (SBA ’94), NAACP President Byron Fogan (CAS ’94) and
NAACP member Jahmal Green (SFS
’95) met with Heitzmann, Pub General

former GU NA ACP board member who is currently a member of the Lecture Fund and the Escape retreat program, said
he agreed GUSA should “build community” among the
student body.
appointees,” Heitzmann said.

community-oriented

Heitzmann said.
“This is part of the ‘save the Basement’ campaign. ... We are open for all
kinds of suggestions like the recent decision between the Basement and the
NAACP. . . . The Basement is a good
facility for all kinds of music,”
Heitzmann said.

day dance nights] five, 10 years down
the road,” O’Brien said.
According to Pub Manager Rick

manager of The Basement and has also been active in the
College Republicans and the Community Action Coalition,
said that through his experience with different student
groups he hoped to strenghen the ties between student
organizations.
“When we let ourselves splinter off, it allows the administration to act without student approval. Community means
strength,” Heitzmann said.

Sophomore

more

commitment to work together [with the
NAACP]... we wantto have [the Thurs-

representative Heitzmann, who works as a

work

more dance-oriented, non-traditional for-

mat,” according to a press release.

Staff Writer

entertainment director, said managers at
the Pub were interested in diversifying
its programming to appeal to more members of the Georgetown community.
“The goal [of the proposed changes] is a

’94) were unsatisfied by the work done by GUSA in the past

Green

March 5, 1993

Last weekend’s meeting “was the beginning of the long-term relationship
with the NAACP,” said Heitzmann.
Heitzmann said the agreement had
many advantages for both organizations.
“This represents a step towards making
positive changes at the Basement” to
enable it to meet the April 15 deadline
set by former Dean of Student Affairs
John J. DeGioia for the Pub to take on a

Michael O’Brien (CAS ’94), the Pub’s

and hoped to improve it by bringing a fresh attitude to
leadership.
“We’ve been here for three years and have seen no effects
of GUSA,” Dubin said. “Basically, I'm just like any other
student at Georgetown. I think there should be more activities for students, so they can have a good time.”

should

687-3929

The upper management of The Basement agreed with members of the GU
NAACP last weekend to try to increase
diversity in their programming.
Starting March 18 the Pub plans to set
aside one Thursday night a month for “a

the field was not official until last Tuesday, when the GUSA
Election Commission held a mandatory meeting for presi-

“GUSA

FAX

687-3947

HOYA

tion have made no secret of their intention to run for office,

mate, Jahmal

BUSINESS/ADVERTISING

By Peter Kujawinski

Although some candidates in the upcoming Georgetown
University Student Association (GUSA) presidential elec-

Heitzmann’s running

Friday—Rainy, 40's
Saturday—Cloudy, low 40's
Sunday—Partly sunny, mid 50's

Upper Management Meets With NAACP

Special to The HOYA

Junior GUSA

The Three-Day Forecast

Pub Officers Agree 1o
Diversify Programming

Air Harrington

RY

early

Hoya

4

Georgetown’s

population starving and homeless.

“The biggest challenge we face is that this is a
country without a government. It’s a unique situation in that we must help Somalis find a way to
put a government back together,” Gosende said.

“We can try to create the circumstances to over-

come the warfare, chaos, and anarchy that have
existed there, butitisup to [the Somalis] to follow

through.”
Gosende said he planned to stay in Mogadishu
for about a year and a half, but added conditions
there

were

too

unstable

for him

to bring

his

family. He also said that, because of his desire to
help the Somalis, he was not afraid of living in a
war zone.
:
“The Somalis are engaging, industrious, intelligent, garrulous people who have gone through a
long dictatorship and two years of very violent
civil war. They’ve had a rough time,” he said.
Gosende spent two years in Somalia in the late
1960s, after joining the U.S. Information Agency
in 1966. He later served as the agency's director
of African affairs and coordinated the agency’s
informational and cultural programming in several African nations, including Uganda, Libya
and South Africa.
Carol Lancaster, an assistant professor in the
School of Foreign Service and a specialist in
international politics, said Gosende’s new position would involve him in a complex and difficult
political situation.
See SOMALIA, p. 3
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Feb. 23, 5 p.m.: White Gravenor
parking lot. Student reported theft of
black Centrion 10-speed bicycle secured with U-Lock to building window
bar.
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Feb. 23, 5:35 p.m.: Lauinger

Li-

brary bike rack. Student reported theft
of 16" Bridgestone mountain bike secured with a kryptonite cord lock.

Feb. 24, 2 - 5 p.m.: Healy Hall,
ground level. University employee
reported theft of backpack and purse
located in desk drawer. Office was left
unsecured at various times.
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Feb. 26, 11:30 p.m.: Kober Cogan,
6th floor. University employee reported

theft of wallet located under
a desk in
unattended office.
March

1, 10 - 11:30

a.m.:

Reiss

Science Building, 6th floor.. Student
reported theft of book bag left on a
desk in unsecured, unattended office.
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GUSA Presidential Race
Kicks Off March 16

closely with current GUSA President
Tyler Tysdal (SBA ’93) and hoped to
share the same relationship with his running mate, GUSA Press and Publications Director Nancy Walbridge (CAS
'95).
At Tuesday’s meeting, Rebecca
Dailey (CAS ’93) and Kate Walker (SLL

GUSA, from p. 1
running mate, Jenelle Hammes (CAS
’94), said their experience had shown

them GUSA could “work for the students for a change.”
During his two years as a GUSA
representative, McLaughlin has worked
with the Main Campus Planning Com-

mittee and currently chairs GUSA’s
Space, Facilities and Housing committee. Hammes served as a GUSA representative last year and now works as a
commissioner with the Student Activities Commission.
Uehling was a sophomore GUSA representative before becoming vice president last year. He said he had worked

'93), the election commission’s chair
and vice chair, reviewed guidelines on
campaigning with the candidates.
Candidates are not allowed to put up
flyers or take any other actions considered “campaigning” until the campaign
season officially begins at 12:01 a.m.
March 16. The election is scheduled for
March 30.

C

Gosende Named

Envoy to Somalia
SOMALIA, from p. 1
“Establishing a new political order in
Somalia [will be] very difficult. There is

basically straight out anarchy,”
Lancaster said.
Charles Douglas, the ISD’s director
of programs, said members at the institute wish the best for their former colleague.
“We're delighted for him. [The envoy
position] is areal challenge and we hope
it goes well for him,” Douglas said. “It’s
going to be one hell of an assignment.”

ORRECTIONS

In the March 2 issue of THE Hoya, Mark
Bingle (SLL '96) was misidentified in the
news article “Fires Force Evacuations.”
Also in the March 2 issue, THE Hoya
reported that the Naval ROTC (NROTC)
program at George Washington required

recruits to sigh an affidavit saying they
would not participate in homosexual activities. The policy is currently in abeyance,
according to NROTC Captain Clyde Van

Arsdall.
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EDITORIAL
TheiHova

Letters to the Editor

Prof. Davis Says Lighten the Load

Founded January 16, 1920

To the Editor:
3
Professor James Reardon-Anderson
recently argued [Publish or Perish: The

things are not equal. For one thing, professors with reduced course loads are
likely to spend more time and energy

Value of a GU Education,” Feb. 23] that

per student and per class because they

are teaching fewer classes and students
overall.
Most. importantly,
Reardon-

Those same resources could be used for

expenses, and it seems unconcerned with
the path to erasing the debt, only that we
get there soon.
No doubt the organizers of Lead or

moves by English and other departments
to reduce the teaching load would not
only increase the cost of a Georgetown
education but also reduce its quality by
lowering course offerings and increasing average class size. He sees the purpose of the move as the promotion of
research and concludes that research
and teaching are in competition.
I believe these conclusions are based
on an incomplete analysis of the effects
of course reductions. I will mention two
factors ignored and elaborate on a third.
First, given that Georgetown tuition
is practically determined by the tuition
set by the large group of schools with
which Georgetown competes for students, it is unlikely that moves internal
to Georgetown will have much, if any,
effect on tuition. They are more likely to
reduce faculty raises.
Second, while one might reasonably
expect that increasing the average class

more constructive federal projects.

Leave have the best interest of the coun-

size would — other things being equal

The debt , however, is only one part of
the nation’s myriad problems and Lead or
Leave — a group which claims to speak
for our generation — seems woefully misguided both in its assertion that it represents college students and its apparent
ignorance of what our priorities are.
By employing alarmist language and
reaching obliquely back to the 1960s for

try in mind, but their blanket ultimatum
is painfully simplistic and radically shortsighted.
Forcing legislators to cut the debt at all

Reasons for Bringing Muhammad

Lead Responsibly. . .
Or Get Out of the Way
Riding the tidal wave of change that
buoyed the 1992 presidential election, a
feisty cadre of “twenty-something” political activists has formed a grassroots organization, Lead or Leave, that aims to
compel legislators to erase the national
debt by obtaining pledges from them that
they will either reduce the debt by half in
four years or resign their posts.

At $4 trillion, the national debt .is a
looming problem because it forces the
country to divert scarce financial resources to pay huge interest payments.

inspiration,

Lead

or Leave

calls college

students to arms by labelling the national
debt “the next Vietnam.” Not only has the
national debt failed to stir the same moral
convictions as Vietnam did, but inno way
does it deserve to do so. Other social and
economic crises demand that we focus on
more than just the debt and examine the
whole picture.

:

First, let's set the record straight. Lead
or Leave is not “the hottest new group in
America” as its glossy brochures claim. It
isnot the “generational revolt” it saysitis,

and debt-cutting is not, and should not
be, the rallying cry of every college stu-

"One

campus will scurry north, south, east or

west in the next few days. For many, all is
well with the world.
pause

before
for

we

get

a second.

too
A

capture the attention of most voters and

legislators because it offers no real solution to the problem, no plan to get rid of

the debt. It has called for a stop-atnothing, debt-cutting Congress, but it
has not told Congress how to get rid of the
debt. It has not submitted concrete proposals

for raising

revenue

costs places too much

and

cutting

one aspect of the nation’s fiscal anemia
while ignoring such important issues as
welfare reform, health care reform and
infrastructure investment. Somewhere
along the way, Lead or Leave forgot that
blind debt-reduction tactics, such as
massive

excited,

report

let's

released

Tuesday by the National Transportation
Safety Board said drivers under 21 were
twice as likely to be involved in highway
deaths as the average American driver.
Not surprisingly, the report revealed that
many of those deaths involved drunk
drivers.
We hope that what we are saying is
already obvious to everyone, but we are
afraid that it is not. After being cooped up
on a campus surrounded by bars, it may
be easy for some students to forget the
dangers of drinking and then attempt to

tax increases,

can wreak havoc

on the economy.
Cutting the debt above all else does not
fit our definition of “leading.” It can be
very misleading, in fact, to announce a
goal and demand that your leaders stop
atnothing to achieve it, particularly when
the effort has neither popular backing
nor a plan. Lead or Leave should be
commended for trying to harness youthful energy to change America, but its
flaws outweigh its likely effectiveness.

drive home.
Spring break for many will involve partying, and that partying will involve alcohol. But partying and drinking must involve responsibility — something that is
absent all too frequently, as Tuesday's
report clearly demonstrates.
Also, we ask everyone to keep in mind
other dangers that could be caused by
alcohol during spring break. As several
studies have shown, the chances of sexual
assault when people are intoxicated increase tremendously. Students who are

drunk could also be victims of other
crimes such as theft. The need to be
careful this vacation cannot be stressed
enough.
After a month and a half of classes, we

all deserve a break. Let's hope it’s a safe
one.
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Not surprisingly,
these same individuals are the ones with new ideas about
their subject, worthy of publication. They
prove to be the best teachers. And they
get other offers from the finest schools
in the country, where the teaching load
is two courses per semester (or less).

Georgetown students pay top dollar
for their education. They deserve the
finest professors. The English department is trying to get them.

What the student will have the hard-

est time understanding is the immense
quality differences among applicants for

WAYNE A. Davis
CHAIR, PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT

To the Editor:
Recently. the NAACP and the GUSA
Lecture Fund sponsored an address by
Dr. Khalid Muhammad, one of the highest ranking leaders in the Nation of
Islam. The NAACP invited Muhammad
to speak on the role of the AfricanAmerican student in the 21st century,
and the Lecture Fund participated in the
event with the expectation that he would
focus his remarks on exactly that topic.
We write this letter to the Georgetown community to clear up any confu-

sion over the event and to apologize to
any members of the community who
may have been hurt or offended by remarks made by the speaker. If there was
aviolation of the speech and expression
policy, and any individual at the event
felt that the speaker was grossly offensive, then we would like to apologize to
that individual and to the community at
large.

First, we should say that we are aware
that minister Muhammad and his entourage were searched for weapons in the
hallway before being allowed to enter
the room. We are not responsible for this
gross insult to the minister’s person and
condemn such inconsiderate behavior
toward an invited guest of the university
in the strongest terms.

Whatever

one

may think of his views, the doctor is a

scholar, and the Nation of Islam is not a

group of criminals. Such a search was
patronizing and embarrassing, as well
as unnecessary.
As to the context of Muhammad's
speech, we apologize for any portion of
the text that may have been offensive to
Arabs, gays, Jews or women. Both the
GUSA Lecture Fund and the NAACP
stand firm in their commitment to the
First Amendment and believe that speakers have every right to hold controver-

not integrationist, and this perspective
needs to be seriously considered before
any debate on therole of African-American students can be considered complete.

change of ideas. Nevertheless, orators
are also obligated to respect the rights
and the feelings of those in the audience.
Every individual should feel that, even
if they are going to hear views that are
contrary to their own, they will not be

However, it is possible to present
these views in such a way that people’s
feelings are not hurt. One should be
indicted for what one does, not what one
is.
In closing, we would like to say that
the three of us strongly believe that all
people are entitled to respect and dignity
as human beings. We will continue to
support the First Amendment rights of
controversial public figures, but we know
thatall that stands between today’s society and the hate-induced violence of
recent history is our willingness to defend the dignity of all groups of people.
We dre committed to the idea of a

made

community

sial views.
We live in an academic environment,
and we are enriched by the heated ex-

to feel personally”

attacked, nor

“should they be insulted because of their
gender, religion, sexual orientation or
ethnicity.
Muhammad

was invited to speak be-

cause his address had the potential to be
of great benefit to the Georgetown community. At a conservative university
such as this, the role of black students is
usually looked at from an integrationist
perspective. The Nation of Islam represents a point of view that is decidedly

where differences

are re-

spected. We apologize for any insult
endured by members of the Georgetown
family.
JAHMAL GREEN (SFS 95)
Lecture FUND AND NAACP MEMBER
ByroN K. FoGaN (CAS '94)
NAACP PRESIDENT
JEFF ROTHSCHILD (CAS ’93)
GUSA LECTURE FUND CHAIR

The ‘Real’ Facts on GUSA’s Plus/Minus Grade Survey
To the Editor:
We would like to clarify GUSA’s
stance and involvement in the plus/minus grade issue addressed in THEHoyA’s
Tuesday article “GUSA and Academic
Councils Support New University Minus Grades Policy.”
Here are the facts:
GUSA is not officially in support nor
in opposition to the new minus grades
policy. The views of the committee
members expressed in the article were

neither entirely correct nor representative of the entire assembly opinion. The
individual opinions expressed were com-

will be more reflective of the quality of
the students’ work.
The survey results were not disregarded as stated in THE Hoya. The sur-

vey was taken with the understanding
that a minimal amount of information
about the new system had been distributed. We wanted to get a preliminary
feelfor the general campus opinion about
the merits of the system as well as the
process by which the decision was made.
In no way was the survey intended as a
poll or a referendum for change.

The majority of the content of our
interviews with THE Hoya regarded our
municated to THE Hoya as such — permeeting with Dr. Marie-Helene Gibney,
sonal opinions.
- associate vice president for main camGUSA never stated that grade point
pus. At the meeting we discussed the
averages would necessarily rise or fall;
process by which the minus grades were
GPAs will in fact go in both directions.
passed. We believe that the administraFor example, an A minus received untion was correct in notifying the five
der the new system could have previschools about the pending decision on
ously been an A or a B plus. The faculty
the minus grade system.
called for the new system so that grades
However, we feel that abreakdown in

communication occurred in each
school’s consultation with their respective academic councils. For example,
some academic councils such as SFS’s
and SLL’s were totally involved in their
school’s decision. Other academic councils, such as nursing’s, were not informed of the decision at all.
GUSA and the academic councils
have been working together to ensure
that a communication breakdown like
this one does not happen again. Now we

have monthly meetings with the five
academic council presidents to address
academic issues facing the main campus. Furthermore, GUSA has arranged
regular meetings with Gibney to discuss
upcoming‘issues.
BRIDGET BRADLEY (CAS '94)
Sam KENNA (SLL 96)
RAMSEY RYCRAW (SBA :93)
GUSA AcaDEMIC AND FINANCIAL
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Using Bosnia to Promote Feminist Agenda

John A. Russ, Editor in Chief
Tim Delaune, Managing Editor
Jennifer Almeida
Scott Kozak
Alex Schmitz

— reduce the quality of education, other

argument

emphasis on just

for the Road

At long glorious last, spring break begins with the end of classes today. If they
haven't already, most students on this

But

dent.
.
Here's why: Lead or Leave has failed to

Anderson’s

sumes that the stock of professors is
fixed, and that teaching load has no
effect on the quality of the teachers at
Georgetown.
In fact, professors regularly leave for other universities or retire, requiring replacement. New professors must be hired in a free market.
The very best professors usually have
several offers, including some from the
most prestigious schools with the lowest teaching loads.
Professors who excel at Georgetown
tend to be bid away by other universities. Departments at Georgetown with
teaching loads greater than two per semester tend to lose in this competition
for the best professors. Our students are
the big losers.

our faculty positions. Atleast 300 apply
for one of our positions.
Of that number, maybe three stand
out after intense scrutiny. They have
remarkable intelligence. They have a
much greater mastery of their subject,
measured both in breadth and depth.
They have a markedly superior ability to
communicate effectively, explain their
material and generate interest. Their
teaching evaluations are stellar. Their
motivation to pursue scholarship and
commitment to teaching are both off-

Business Manager
Office Manager
Senior Graphic Technician
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To the Editor:
The Serbian practice of “ethnic
cleansing” and the systematic rape which
accompanies it warrant universal condemnation. Yet: Andi Clark-Ciganek refuses to limit herself to condemnations
and instead uses her viewpoint “The
War Waged Against Women” [March
2] to advance her own brand of bitter
zealotry.
In characteristic overstatement (this
isnot her first contribution to THE Hoya)
she states that all battles in “Western
high politics” have been fought “on and
across the bodies and backs of women.”
I suppose this means that systematic
rape broke out in the United States during the battles over ratification of the
Constitution and the national bank and
are an imminent threat as Clinton’s budget is debated. Are these not battles of
“high politics”? Perhaps I have simply
not plumbed the depths of meaning in
these words as used in the scholarly Ms.
magazine.
Clark-Ciganek apparently wants to
say something like, “‘rape has been common in all wars, and we should condemn
it.” This noncontroversial statement

hardly requires a repudiation of the
Western political tradition.
Next, in a bizarre leap of logic, the
Serbian rape camps are equated with an
“Operation Rescue dream-state.” While
pro-abortionists like Clark-Ciganek (I
would say “pro-choice” but I think that
would be unwarranted politeness considering her use of the ridiculous term
“anti” as an epithet in previous articles)
may oppose the clinic-blocking techniques of Operation Rescue, only the
most cynical would suggest that the
group promotes rape. In fact, the fundamentalist Christians which form the
group’s core constituency are criticized
by other interests for their prudishness
on sexual issues.
The complete break with reality occurs when Clark-Ciganek cites both the
“comfort women” provided to the Japanese army during World War II and the
subjugated women of The Handmaid's
Tale as historical examples of female
enslavement. The problem, of course, is
that The Handmaid's Tale is a work of
fiction. That means it never happened.
Those of you who saw the movie should
know that, no matter what your political

LU

views, it was not a documentary.
Finally, Clark-Ciganek suggests that
systematic rape is notconfined to Bosnia.
She suggests any woman who breaks
the “rules” by being “independent” or
“working

outside

the

home”

will

be

“punished” by rape. Again she engages
in hyperbole. .
There are no explicit “rules” being
disseminated in our society in the same
way orders are disseminated to Serbian
soldiers. To imply that there are suggests that the problem, and hence the
solution, torapein Bosnia and the United

States is the same. Since they are not,
Clark-Ciganek and the other extremists
will search for the imaginary Rape Central Command in vain.
If she is really interested in advancing
afeminist agenda, rather that just shocking the reader with her “in your face”
style, Clark-Ciganek should wipe the
foam from her lips, put away the symbols and begin to address problems as
they exist in reality. Only then can dialogue be productive.
Scott DELACOURT
CAS ‘93
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plan to enforce, requiring thousands of troops for an

edly that the arms embargo be lifted so that they can
stand in their own defense.
Not only has the arms embargo deprived the
Bosnian Muslims of their fundamental right to selfdefense, but it has also strengthened the position of
the Serbian forces who control the Yugoslav army.

indefinite period of time. The plan may never lead
to peace or stability in the region: the conflict does
not simply revolve around boundaries but also hate
and distrust. Dividing Bosnia is not the answer.
The U.N. is setting up a war crimes tribunal,
which is doubtless the right thing to do. It remains
to be seen, however, whether it will bring to justice
those truly responsible for orchestrating the crimes,
for instance Slobodan Milosevic and Karadzic. The
trials are only one side of justice. The other has to do
with the lives of the homeless, starving and terrorized Bosnians who have lost so much. Where is

=

10 ethnic

regions, represents in any form a victory for ethnic
cleansing over not only the Bosnians, but also all
other oppressed people of the world as well.
The Vance-Owen plan is both unfair and difficult

their justice?

Many hoped the new Clinton administration would
help bring a quick end to the situation in Bosnia.
During the campaign he expressed his desire to see
strategic bombing used and the arms embargo lifted.
Neither of his pledges have been fulfilled, and
neither is likely ever to be fulfilled. Another gain for
the Serbians.
The airdrops were a positive step in aiding the
Bosnians, but what little aid that actually made it to
the Bosnians
is far from adequate. Until the Serbians
stop attacking the Muslims, aid efforts only give
false hope to the victims and delay their deaths.
What can be done? If not intervention, then the
U.N. could at least insist that all heavy weapons be
turned over to U.N. monitors. If the warring parties
do not comply, punitive air strikes should be used to

take out the heavy artillery. A military balance
between the parties must be achieved and folloyed

by an imposed cease fire.
TRG
Bosnian Muslims cannot be forced to give up
their homes or their lives, and the Serbians cannot
be allowed to take them. No matter what the outcome, however, all will not be lost. For the Bosnians

who have suffered awaits the comfort of paradise.
May God deal justly with those who have been
oppressed and who have oppressed.

A

“You

ave

ou

unc.

Thomas Jenney

Fighting Fire With Firepower
NYONE WHO HAS EVER OPENED THE
Washington Post to the Metro section
Monday morning and read about the
weekend’s carnage with aqueasy feeling in his
stomach knows what the Big Question is.
Anyone who has felt the invisible spiders climbing up his spine while walking down a dark
street knows what the Big Question is. And
anyone who has been the victim of a mugging
knows exactly what the Big Question is —
what can be done to curb violent crime?
Violent crime has been draining the lifeblood from our nation for two and a half
decades, and at present shows no sign of stopping or slowing down.
Those on the left promise that Council of
Economic Advisors Chief Laura Tyson’s economic plan will conjure up full employment,
GNP growth and a more equitable distribution
of wealth.
Implicitly assuming a positive relationship
between per capita GNP, unemployment rates
and lawfulness, these individuals hope that
Tyson-style four-year plans will usher in a
utopian age of plenty.
But one look at the peacefulness of life in
this country during the Great Depression compared to today’s levels of violent crime should
demonstrate that per capita GNP, unemployment rates and income distribution have little
to do with crime rates.
On the right, Clinton echoed “law and order” sentiments by proposing to place 100,000

new police officers on our streets. He almost
sounded like a man running for county sheriff
who promisesito:ficlean up this town’ and ‘put
the bad guys behind bars.” Another standard
pledge is reform of the criminal justice system.
These approaches are not necessarily bad
ideas, but even if they are begun immediately,
they are, at best, long-run solutions. Despite
their many merits, these plans fail to address
the central issue in crime control — the criminal mentality.

Aimen Mir (SES '96) is president
of the Muslim
Students Association.

Crivninals

Murray Rothbard, in the May 1992 issue of
Chronicles magazine, described this mentality

by using the economic concept of “time preference,” writing that criminals have a “high

time preference for the present.” This means
that criminal decision-making involves an extremely short time horizon.

Many of the risks associated with criminal
actions are simply too far in the future to enter
into the risk calculus and thus deter action. A
few more cops in the neighborhood might
bring the risk of arrest closer to the time horizon, but the risks of being prosecuted, convicted, imprisoned or even executed do not

make a difference because they generally occur months or years later. Moreover, under the

current system, the odds are slim that any of the
above will occur at all.
The latest issue of Reason magazine cites a
study in which the median times served for
various criminal offenses were multiplied by
the probabilities of being arrested, prosecuted,
convicted and imprisoned for those crimes,
yielding an expected punishment time for each.
Here are some examples from 1990: murder,
1.8 years; rape, 60 days; motor vehicle theft,
1.5 days.
Although criminals do not calculate these
risks,

they

do learn

by experience

and

ex-

ample. Even a thorough reformation of the
legal system (with massive new prison construction)

would

take

a few

generations

to

effect changes in criminal behavior, and the
length of the criminal justice process, which is

crucial, might not be affected.
What can be done for the present? For individuals who rarely think as far ahead as a day
when making decisions, only immediate consequences will detercriminal actions, includ“ing violent crime. Rothbard suggests two possibilities. One is to “unleash the police and
encourage them to administer instant punishment of street criminals.
For those who watched the Rodney King
videotapes and for those with a healthy distrust
of police power, his other suggestion may be
more palatable: “permit and encourage every
citizen to be armed to the teeth and ready to

defend himself with maximum
mum force.”

and not mini:

Prison interviews with violent criminalsroutinely show that the greatest deterrent to them
is the fear that a potential victim may have a
gun. For those who have an aversion to killing
or seriously maiming in self-defense, mace or
electric stun-guns might be more appropriate.
At present, the areas that are in the greatest

need of a well-armed and vigilant populace,
the inner cities, have the most restrictive laws

regarding weapons and the use of deadly force.
One example of this sad irony is Washington,
D.C., where citizens are not even permitted to
carry mace.
An obvious objection to this plan is that gun
control is also a possible way to alleviate the
problem of violent crime. The only gun control
plan that can be taken seriously, however, is
complete confiscation of every gun in America.
Given the vastnumbers involved, the unique
and pervasive gun culture in America and the
huge illegal market in guns (through which
most criminals currently buy their weapons),a
successful confiscationmight take several generations,

during

which

law-abiding

citizens

would still be defenseless against violent crime.
We

would

be

forced

to live

in fear while

waiting for the long-term projects of the left
and right to work — if that is even possible.

In an article on vigilante justice, Thomas

Fleming

writes

“law

and

order

are usually

better than order without law, but what are we
to do when we havelaw without order?” Sug-

gesting that the state may-hold the sword oflaw

in vain, he comes. to. what I, feel is the only

reasonable conclusion: that an individual “may
have to pick up, for a time, the sword that the
state has cast aside.” Since government has
apparently failed in its attempts to protect its
citizens, perhaps the time has come to allow
them to protect themselves.

VIATOR

The Bosnians themselves have requested repeat-

allow his forces to retain some of the land illegally
seized at the cost of tens of thousands of lives and
millions of refugees.
Each concession made to the Serbs is a punishment imposed upon the Muslims and Croats. Each
concession is an open invitation for other tyrants of
the world to follow the Serbian example. The Vance-

The Serbian military has been given no reason to
stop its campaign of terror. Perhaps if it felt some
resistance it would be forced to lessen the intensity
of its attacks. All last year the Muslims asked only
for aremoval of the arms embargo -— nothing less,
nothing more. The question of intervention, over
which the West has been constantly arguing, was
never even an issue for the Muslims.
If the arms embargo had not been imposed, the
direction of the war certainly would be different
from what it is today. Though most of the responsibility for the tragedy lies with the Serbians, some
blame lies with those who have actively supported
— or not fought — the crippling embargo.
Today the U.N. refuses not only to lift the arms
embargo but also to destroy the heavy-artillery
positions of the Serbs by strategic bombing. It says
that to do so would be to take sides in the war. It
neglects the fact that by imposing the arms embargo they have by default not only become involved in the war, but have also taken sides.
Member nations maintain that military action
cannot be taken only against the Serbians because
crimes have been committed by both sides. The
crimes committed by the Bosnians, although inexcusable, are the result of confusion, whereas those
of the Serbians are part of the Serbian leadership’s
self-professed policy of “ethnic cleansing” in their

othern..

boo

but they have also admitted that they will have to

By not taking sides, the
U.N. supports Serbia by
default.

each

No

quest for “Greater Serbia.” One set of wrongs is a
well orchestrated crime by a national government,
whereas the other is a collection of unorganized
individual acts.
The U.N. has invited the preeminent terrorist of
today’s world, Radovan Karadzic, to the negotiations to discuss peace. Not only do U.N. officials sit
at the table with one of ethnic cleansing’s engineers,

plan, which divides Bosnia into

?

running around i

shooting

HE IMAGES AND STORIES ARE UNFORGETTABLE:
hollow eyes peer from behind a barbed wire
fence of one of the many concentration
camps. Heavy artillery from the foothills around
Sarajevo endlessly pound the innocent victims
below. Men, women and children of all ages grieve
over the loss of their most loved relatives. Haggard
refugees stand in long lines waiting to leave their
country. Young girls recount the horrors of multiple rape. Worn men speak of mass executions
they witnessed.
Whether one chooses to label the past year’s
events a massacre, a holocaust, genocide or simply
a tragedy, few would dispute the gravity of the
situation. Yet the extent of the world’s reaction for
the first 10 months of the war was to clamp the
former Yugoslav republics with an arms embargo
— an arms embargo that has undeniably left the
Serbian forces with the upper-hand.
Since early last year, the world’s Muslims have
been calling for the removal of the arms embargo.

Owen
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U.N. Response in Bosnia:
Too Little, Too Late
1
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Thomas Jenney (SLL '93) is a senior fellow

of GU Libertarians.

Kurt M. Denk

New Republicanism Should Stress Empowerment, Emphasize Choice
EORGE BUSH’S CRITICS OFTEN
Goce
him for his inability to
express the “vision thing.” His
perceived lack of purpose played a significant role in his loss to Bill Clinton,
who, in contrast, offered vision and fresh
ideas to an unsettled electorate.
Since the inauguration, Republicans
have attempted to get used to the new
political environment. Plenty of criticism has been heaped on the fledgling
administration. My aim here is not to
attack the president; newspapers are
filled with articles offering valid criticism.
Instead, it is time to take hold of the
“vision thing” and offer a positive alternative for the future. Negativism and
personal attacks will not solve the prob-

*

lems

4

we

face

today.

Offering

a clear

vision for the future is the best way for
the Republicans to serve the public in
the next four years.
The new Republican political focus
must center onempowerment. This strategy is not a code word for trickle-down
economics. Empowerment grows out of

aphilosophical belief honoring and nurturing the basic dignity of every human
being. It advocates a public policy of
limited government which aids in bettering the individual through his or her

appear to be the only viable alternative
to even out an economically unbalanced

own abilities and the inherent strength

In recent times, taxes were raised in.
1982, 1984, 1987 and 1990. Instead of

of the private sector.
This approach requires respect and
self-limitation on the part of the government and responsibility on the part of the
individual. Government must no longer
pretend thatitcan solve problems through
bureaucratic programs which blindly
administer “improvement”

to citizens,

the people-driven market economy or
targeted interest groups.
Instead, government should provide a
basic,

sound

social

structure

through

which individuals and private institutions are given the opportunities to help
themselves. It is time to realize that

government simply cannot end problems through big-money programs
which are too large and impersonal.
Programs and taxes are offered alternately, as causes of our problems and
then as solutions. Raising taxes may

Campus Opinion:

society or to cure our fiscal woes, yet

surprising statistics about spending and
taxes paint an entirely different picture.
cutting the deficit as promised, these
increases were each followed by a remarkable growth in the deficit. Thus tax
increases,

in and

of themselves,

have

not demonstrated an ability to right our
fiscal problems.
At the same time, the use of tax dollars for programs to ameliorate a vast
array of problems has not shown much
promise either. Take the poverty issue.
Since peaking at 35 percent in 1950, the
poverty rate has experienced a general,
steady decrease. The “war on poverty”

attempted to defeat impoverishment with
huge increases in spending in constant
dollars from approximately $80 billion
at its onset to $225 billion in 1990.
Though a well-intentioned effort to
relievereal suffering, the war on poverty
left the poverty rate on average between

10 percent and 14 percent. Recipients’
incomes rose marginally and government assistance increased dramatically,
yet inner-city poverty and racial problems have not improved, as evidenced

by last year’s L.A. riots.
Conventional programs have made
the government an unwelcome overseer
of peoples’ lives, creating a vicious cycle
of dependency that has not solved the
problem but has instead squelched the
recipients’ dignity, removing standard
rewards of ownership and self-sufficiency from the economic equation.
The future calls for anew focus. More
taxes and

spending

programs,

though

well-intentioned, simply will not work.
Government must reign itself in and
redirect revenues to individuals and the

private sector. Enterprise zones and tenant ownership of public housing should
replace

overburdened

unemployment

programs and housing subsidies in the
inner cities. Recognize peoples’ dignities and empower them to take control of
their lives.
Living in a market-oriented society

.job growth in today’s economy, to de-

velop, grow and invest. Rather than burden corporations with more taxes, give
them tax breaks in return for investment
in the cities. Business, not the government, should employ people, especially
if tax incentives are structured to provide intensive employee training and
permanent worker retention.
The loss of revenue from the government would be offset by cutbacks in
programs as the more efficient mechanisms of the entrepreneurial sector give

people the self-confidence to assert their
independence. And with more people
working and more productive businesses,
the tax base

will expand

and govern-

ment spending on programs as well as
our debt will decrease significantly.
Empowerment, a philosophy which
recognizes the inherent dignity of every
individual,
will be the positive vision for
the future. The welfare state has cost
plenty: the problems remain and the
private sector has been strangled.

What are you doing for spring break?

Families with two wage-earners now
struggle to provide their children with a
standard of living ahead of their own, yet
the children’s generation will likely be the
first not to experience such an expectation.
Everyone is paying, and those who
are trapped at the mercy of the
bureaucracy’s programs are stifled. All
sectors of society are just as alienated
from each other as they have ever been,

with everyone angry at the government,
the “mediator” of it all.
This is not a call to shut down all
programs and embrace Social Darwinism. It is a call to redirect our resources
to the empowerment of all through the
able mechanism

of the private sector,

recognizing the strength of the individual
rather than government.

This nation was forged recognizing
eachcitizen’s dignity and independence.
Let's renew this positive focus on the
individual as we prepare to face our
difficulties and advance into the next
century.
Kurt M. Denk (CAS '96) is a member

GU College Republicans.

Compiled by Alex Schmitz
and Michael Shulman

Going to Panama City Beach, FL. —
but I wish I were going bungee-jumping
in the Andes.

I’m flying south for the winter.
Michelle Syufy
SFS’93

We're going to Philadelphia — but
we’drather be going on the trip to Antigua
that our parents didn’t bid on at the
senior auction.

Andrea Werbalowsky

CAS 95

We're going home — but we’d rather
be teaching English at local 7-11s.
Bill Seymour, CAS

demands healthy business. Enable small
businesses, which provide 80 percent of

’96

Mark Bingle, SLL ’96
Mike Fink, CAS ’96

Maria Termini, NUR ’93
Ariane Thomas, SLL ’93

I’m going home.. . to Colorado. Ain’t
that a shame.

Dylan Brooks
SES 93

We're going to hell because Jeremy
speaks the language — but we’d rather
be going crazy.
Jeremy Kroll, SLL ’94
Owen Burke, CAS ’94
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— ENTERTAINMENT
Something’s Amiss In
‘Amos and Andrew’
By Eric Chase Anderson
HOYA Staff Writer
It is amazing how many bad movies are made.
It is surprising that even with $10 million budgets, some
producers make incredibly trashy movies. It should be so
simple to make a good movie, but it is a concept that is
somehow lost in many films’ production.
Itis particularly frustrating when a bad movie has a terrific
actor — one who shines as brightly as Nicolas Cage does in
Amos & Andrew, which is otherwise a let-down.
Amos & Andrew is writer/director E. Max Frye’s first
movie. Apparently, Frye intended to make a profound and
subtle statement on racism. Instead, he has succeeded in
creating a boring, politically correct picture that is not very
funny.
Amos & Andrew is about the prejudices and racist tendencies of a wealthy white community — all of which are
believable. The presentation of these biases, as well as a case

of mistaken identity, are clichéd.
Cage plays Amos, a petty criminal who befriends Andrew,
a wealthy, black, Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright. A newcomer to the community, Andrew is mistaken for a burglar in
his own home. He is played by Samuel L. Jackson (Jungle
Fever, Patriot Games),
wasted in this film.

a talented actor whose

efforts are

To say the movie is devoid of laughs is not entirely true.
When Cage is on screen, the movie is sometimes very funny.
Cage, who has perfected the comic style he began in movies
suchas Vampire's Kiss and Honeymoon in Vegas, is captivating. And for a few minutes, the movie seems worth it.
But it’s not.

in E. Max Frye’s Amos and Andrew.

ormeé Retells Alien Tale
By Doug Astrop

HOYA Staff Writer
On the evening

of Nov.

5, 1975, a

group of loggers experienced an event
that tested their faith and blurred the line
between reality and fiction. That fateful
night, logger Travis Walton was struck
by a mysterious beam of light. His coworkers fled in fear and described their
friend’s disappearance as a UFO abduction.
Five days later, following accusations
by law enforcement officials of homicide and foul play, Walton astonished
the small town of Snowflake, AZ by
returning with recollections of having
been aboard an alien space craft.
This story gained national attention
and caught the eye of Tracy Tormé, a
high school student and future screenwriter.

Now, years later, Tormé and his colleagues have turned the story into a
motion picture called Fire in the Sky, set
for release next Friday.
In a recent interview, Tormé recalled

first hearing of the Walton incident and
thinking, “Wow, that’s such a wild story.

I’ve got to check that out.”
Little did he know then that he would
be writing and co-producing a film about
the subject a decade later.

The impetus for writing the largely
dramatic Fire in the Sky came easily
enough. Tormé said he called Walton
and asked permission to tell his story.
After gaining that permission, it took
about seven years for Tormé and co-

James Garner and Henry Thomas (Elliot
from ET").
Walton said he had not yet seen the
film and was unsure if he wanted to do
so. He added he had “some reservations” about reliving the life-changing
event but was pleased with the script and
the “amazing” resemblance between the
film’s actors and the real-life
participants. He even got to make his
acting debut in the film, an experience
he called “interesting.”
The film sticks closely to the facts of
Walton’s tale, avoiding what Tormé
called the usual “science-fictiony element” of UFO/alien films. Walton won
over the cast and crew with his incred-

film. Directed by Robert Lieberman, it
stars D.B. Sweeney as Travis Walton
(Memphis Belle) and Robert Patrick as

ible tale, and he will certainly win over
legions of skeptics when the film’s portrayal of real people thrown into an extraordinary situation invades movie the-

Mike Rogers (Terminator II), as well as

aters everywhere.

producer

Robert

Strauss

to make

the

Trinity Tames Shakespeare

Soul Asylum Takes

The Trinity Players Present ‘Taming of the Shrew’

AU by Storm

By Alex Brideau
HOYA Staff Writer
The problem with Shakespeare is that it usually ends up one of two ways: amazing or
indecipherable. The Trinity Players’ production
of The Taming of the Shrew is an exception,
however, in that while it is not outstanding,
neither does it stray too far from the fathomable.
The Trinity interpretation is fairly standard,
without being quite Olivier.
Set in 1940 Italy, this adaptation of The Taming of the Shrew is the story of a wealthy man’s
two daughters and his efforts to find husbands
for them. Bianca (Florence Clutch) is the daugh-

ter that every man

wants, but her father has

sworn she will not marry until her older sister,
Katherina (Sarah Wolf), weds. The problem is

that no one dares court Katherina because she is
too wild and rebellious.
Bianca's suitors, who include the overly nervous Lucentio (Michael Solomon), the aging
Grumio (Mark Wilson), and the dashing
Hortensio (Bill Castelli), must tind someone
willing to marry Katherina. The solution is
Hortensio's old friend Petruchio (Robert Cox)
who is up to the challenge of taming Katherina

and winning her hand in marriage as well as
gaining her money.
What ensues is a game of cat and mouse in
which Petruchio attempts to make Katherina a

“domesticated Kate.” But he finds the task more
difficult than he imagined. The play becomes an
entertaining and humorous look at the battle of
the sexes, not to mention an original love story.
Although many audience members often find
Shakespeare utterly confusing, they have nothing to fear from this production. Although some
of the dialogue is lost because the actors occasionally speak too quickly, the Trinity Players’
performances are quite clear.

By Ben Bergman and Adam Rabinovitch
Special to The HOYA

Some performances make the play. Cox’s
portrayal of the bold and sometimes boorish
Petruchio is excellent from beginning to end.
Wolf’s Katherina and Wilson and Castelli’s
performances keep the play going and help
make the more mediocre performances easier to
swallow. Another person to look for is Marion
Fonville, a Georgetown

student, who

does an

admirable job as one of Petruchio’s servants.
The Trinity Players’ performance remains
strong throughout the play, despite a three-hour
running time. The decision to set it in the 1940s
does not affect the play at all and is actually
unnecessary. Still, Trinity puts on an excellent
and surprisingly understandable show.
The

Taming

of

the Shrew

runs

through

March 7 at Trinity Theatre. For more info
call (202) 965-4680.

Robert Cox (left) and Sarah Wolf (right) star in The Taming of the Shrew.

Drivin-N-Cryin’

THE BREAKENDER
THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEK'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS

Takes a Wrong Turn
simply cover up the more promising
songs’ colorful aspects — such as in

By Ruth E. Igoe
HOYA Staff Writer
Drivin-N-Cryin’s

latest release

“She Doesn’t Wanna
be-

lies the old expression, proving thateven
though there might be Smoke, there isn’t
always fire.
In a departure from its reputation as a
college country-jangle pop band, DrivinN-Cryin’s album Smoke features songs
from largely disjointed musical strains,
centering on hard-core drum and guitar
rhythms and suffering from a lack of
strikingly memorable melodies. Most of
the songs are simply a mix of overbearingly loud musical aspects that create a
headbanging style without notable variation.
Although the album’sfirst
song “Back
Against the Wall” leads off with a suspenseful recording of a rocket taking
off, even this song from the Athens, GA
band fizzles and sets the pace for the rest
of the album.
In “Patron Lady Beautiful,” there are
more than seven minutes of stop-and-go
tempos — afew minutes of impetuously
loud, fast-paced music followed abruptly
by a mellow strain and then back again.
This yo-yo approach to rhythm is topped

off by a curious patriotic guitar and
drum set at the end.

Most of the album’s songs end up
being too little precisely because there is
100 much: too many overlapping, driving guitar strains, neurotic drum beats
and brash vocals. These factors virtually
drown out any of the refrains’ halfmemorable melodies.
All these overwhelming techniques

Picture Guns 'n Roses, Metallica or the Chili Peppers
performing in Reiss 103, and you’ve got a good idea of both
the intimacy and frenzy of Soul Asylum that reigned at
American University’s student union last Friday night.
The Minneapolis-based quartet, a mainstay of the American alternative music scene for the past decade, overwhelmed
the few hundred fans who packed the university’s equivalent
of Georgetown’s Basement. It was clear from the start that
Soul Asylum was no ordinary college band.
The powerful acoustic “Without a Trace” began the set, and
the band showed no sign of slowing down for more than an
hour and through a handful of energized encores.
Rarely has a band exhibited as much stage presence with so
few traditional concert gimmicks. Thumping drum solos,
fancy lighting and other typical effects were absent, allowing
the band to wow the audience with sheer volume and precision.
Soul Asylum’s experience and ability shined as the band
moved confidently and effortlessly through “Easy Street,”
“99%” and “Somebody to Shove” from their most recent
album, Grave Dancers Union.
While an overall sense of camaraderie filled the crowd,
everyone indeed found someone to shove — and shove hard.
Ultimately, both moshers and more passive audience members emerged into the cool night air with seemingly boundless
energy and a feeling that they had participated in a truly
amazing musical experience.

Go,” “Whiskey

Sour Women” and “Turn It Up Or Turn
It Off”— and mixes them into arankling
musical palette of brown.
Meanwhile, the album features mellow, bluesy acoustic and harmonica
holdovers, which are joltingly inconsistent with the rest of the album’s brash
tracks. “When You Come Back” and
“What's the Difference” take a more
Dylan-esque tone.
“When You Come Back” is intermittently influenced by reverberating, melancholy acoustic guitar solos. Often,
however, both these songs feature the
drawbacks of the southern whine and
twang.
Although “She Doesn’t Wanna Go” is
worthy of some praise, “What's the Difference” seems to be fighting off DrivinN-Cryin’s new headbanging affinity as
this piece features random, long-held,
wailing electric guitar strains — all too
reminiscent of bad T.V. interference.
Although it is often admirable when a
band expands its repertoire, in this case

the attempt falls flat. Using the same
formulaic guitar jams and fast, heavyhanded drum rhythms throughout most
of the tracks, Drivin-N-Cryin has departed from its more acoustic approach,
still evident in only a few of its songs.
By overpowering the listener with too

The Wiz, a variation on L. Frank
Baum’s Wizard of Oz, featuring
original Broadway star Stephanie
Mills,

runs

through

Warner Theatre,
NW.

March

14 at

13th and E Sts.,

at 1 p.m., Wednesdays

BEST BETS

and Thurs-

days at 11 a.m. The display is also
open during regular museum hours
and runs through May 19. For more
info call 357-2700.

For tickets or info call (202)

783-4000.

‘The Touchstone Gallery, 2009
R St., NW, presents No One is Lis-

Paradise Productions presents The
Sum of Us, aplay by David Stevens,
set in Melbourne Australia, about a
widower and his gay son searching
for the perfect mate. The play features Paul McCarren, SJ, a Georgetown professor of fine arts. The
play runs at The Church Street Theater, 1742 Church St., NW, through
Sunday March 14 with performances
Tuesday through Saturday at 8 p.m.
and Sunday at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. For
tickets or info call 298-0976.
The Maryland State Opera presents Englebert Humperdinck’s
Hansel and Gretel at George Washington University’s Lisner Auditorium, 21standH Streets, NW, March
12-14. The opera will be sung in
English. The March 12 and 13 shows
are at 7:30 p.m. and the March 14

tening, featuring sculptures and
drawings by Phyllis Bachand and
paintings by Ann Barbieri. The display runs through March 28 and is
open Tuesdays through Saturdays
from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m. and Sundays from noon until 5 p.m. For
tickets or info call 797-7278.
The National Museum of American History presents American
Song, featuring tunes by Rodgers
and Hammerstein, including songs
from Oklahoma, South Pacific and
The Sound of Music. Performances
are Thursday, March 11 and Friday,
March 12 at noon and Saturday,
March 13 and Sunday, March 14 at
2 p.m. For more info call 357-2700.

students. For tickets or info call 301384-4428.

eral admission. For tickets or info
call 467-4600.

The Washington Performing
Arts Society presents Women in
Kennedy Center
Friday, March §
concert features
Maria Rodriguez,

Terrace Theater
at 7:30 p.m. The
local jazz artists
Pam Bricker and

SelenaMcDay. Tickets are $20 gen-

Falling Down. In the middle
of a traffic jam, he up and
leaves his car in hopes of
making it home in time for
his daughter’s birthday party.
He encounters a few difficulties, however, including two
run-ins with gang members.
Douglas’ psychotic endeav‘ors provide a great outlet for
students just getting over the
pre-spring break crunch, perhaps another example of life
imitating art.
mission.

For

tickets

or info

call

Camille at 333-4929.

The National Cathedral Choral So-

ciety presents Bach, Brubeck and
That

Jazz,

featuring

Dave

Brubeck and His Quartet at the
Washington National Cathedral,

Jazz . . . Voices of the Past, at the

Susan Rothenberg: Paintings
and Drawings is featured at the

Michael Douglas plays an
average Joe who’s mad as
hell at the hustle and bustle of
L.A. and decides he’s not
going to take it anymore in

All

show is at 2 p.m. Tickets are $15 for

many concurrent brash sounds, the band

covers promising central chords in the
mire. Any possible raging fire in DrivinN-Cryin’s latest is smothered — resulting only in wispy Smoke.

This Weekend's

Hirshhorn Museum. The collection includes heads, horses and figures in motion. Tours are Tuesdays

Wisconsin and Massachusetts Ave.,
NW, Sunday, March 7 at 4 p.m.

General admission is $10. For tickets and info call 966-3423.

The Textile Museum, 2320 S St.,

NW, presents a free family festival
celebrating the arts of Mexico, Sat-

urday, March 6 from 10 a.m. until 4
p.m. Events include a performance
by Mexican singer/guitarist Samuel

Mora at 1 p.m., storytelling by
Pianist/composer
Waleed
Howrani presents a piano concert
in Gaston Hall Sunday, March 14 at

4 p.m. Tickets are $20 general ad-

Marcela Leos at 3 p.m. and a dance
performance by the folklore group
Mexico at 3:30 p.m. For more info
call 667-0411.
mm

Samuel L. Jackson (left) and Nicolas Cage (right) star

Amos & Andrew is a buddy picture — a slightly different
version of the same old story — and it never gets the audience
to empathize with the two characters. These guys are friends
in the end, but who cares? For a movie that had the potential
to be entertaining fare, Amos & Andrew falls short.

D.B. Sweeney (left) and James Garner (right) star inTracy Tormé’s new release, Fire in the Sky.
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JAMAICA
Cancun
Florida

KEGS!

Need

Summer

REF

in

.. $449
wn $419
rn» $119

GE Fl
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4

Housing

New

York City ?

(212) 854-8212 10 request a brochure
(212) 854-8021 10 speak to a staff member
Office of Summer Programs
Barnard College
3009 Broadway
New York, NY 10027-6598

Mon-Thur 9-9 © Fri 9-10 * Sat 10-10

8
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Rates start at $98.00 per week.

"Praise the Lord!"

PARKING
IN REAR
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Student Financial Aid Services

R

N..A

R

D

Practical Street Self Defense

We Can Help You Find

NH]

MONEY
FOR COLLEGE

iy

¢.

0.100

ATR

Raa_.

oN

Comprehensive Database — over 200,000 listings
represent over $10 billion in private sector aid.

»

1000s of One-Plecss
& Bikinis

| Push=Ups, Thongs, & Men's Sullls

heritage, and academic interests.

Flip-flops

,& W/purchase
735 15th St., NW
393-3533

1819 M St, NW
331-8372

AND
uP

Easy to Use — we match up students to awards based on
information provided including career plans, family

»

[Pp

Every Student is Eligible for Financial Aid
«

rr

You too can [earn how to handle
yourself in a difficult situation.

Unique Awards — our research department has located

progd™Qs

associations, as well as local and national foundations.

«

a aX

Aaa

scholarships from Fortune 500 companies, professional
:

Guarantee — we will find you at least seven sources of

op RHEE

private sector financial aid, or your search is FREE.
For more information and our FREE brochure, call or write

Student Financial Aid Services
EMPLOYMENT
TIRED OF THE SAME OLD CRAP? How
about you be the boss? College Pro
offers Georgetown students the
opportunity to manage their own
business plus earn great money. Call
1-800-942-0076 during your spring
break.
HELP NEEDED IN SUPREME COURT
CASE: Please call (703) 719-7 189, Miss
Weinberger.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: Ideal for stu-

dents.

Earn

1350 Beverly

Brunswick, GA 31521.

$6,000 - $10,000.

Full

management and sales training.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN. For information, call 1-800-942-0076, COLLEGE PRO.

AWARD MODELING AGENCY needs

SERVICES AVAILABLE

FOR AFFORDABLE IMMIGRATION AND
BANKRUPTCY SERVICES, CALL NAGEL
AND GOLDSTEIN: 1-800-285-0460.
TYPING SERVICE: Resumes, Theses,
Term Papers, Dissertations Tape Transcriptions, Applications. Fast-Accurate: ABS (202) 887-0771.

EDITORIAL SERVICES: SRR & AssociatesEditing, Research, Writing, Proofreading and Academic Counseling.
Contact Ms. Rogers at (202) 544-

6990.
TUTORING SERVICES

ginner to advanced.

(703) 979-7014

intern to learn and help with all aspects of the business. (301) -907-

(Makiko).

9707.

QUALITY TUTORING: Retired professor, PhD, offers assistance with re-

SUMMER JOBS! Campus Concepts
willbe recruiting on campusfor summer interns. Call Greg Rizzi for information at 1-800-743-2220. GREAT
MONEY - GREAT EXPERIENCE!

search,

CRUISE

SHIPS

NOW

HIRING:

Earn

$2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Holiday, Summer and Career employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment programcall 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5301.
LOOKING FORFULL/PART-TIMEBABYSITTER: In office environment. Upper
Georgetown. Call with references
(202) 342-2983 - call Lezlie.
ALASKA

SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT:

FISHERIES. Earn $600+/week in canneries or $4,000+/month on fishing

writing,

selected

subjects.

(202) 659-3424.

ADOPTION
ADOPTION: Devoted happily married couple wishes to adopt white
newborn. Strong family values. Expenses paid. Confidential. Call col-

lect (703) 341-2742.
YOUR BABY'S adoptive family is waitinghopefully. Two parents, one child.
Love and support for both of you.
Call or write to Carol and Jeff, c/o
Adoptions Together, Inc., 3837
Farragut Ave., Kensington, MD 20895
(301) 933-7333 or (800) 439-0233.

FOR SALE
IBM 5150 PERSONAL COMPUTER:
Emerson Color Monitor. Good for

word processing. $250 or best offer.

boats. Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program, call 1206-545-4155 ext. AS301.

Call Dorree at (202) 338-6000.

COMPUTER/DATABASE

MODEL SEARCH: SAT, MARCH 6TH:
11AM-1PM. AWARD AGENCE is look-

MANAGE-

MENT: Part-time, requires good typing. on line database experience,
communications software, good
working knowledge of the Internet
and must know dBase please call

Road, Suite 115-333

PAGERS $899/M. MOTOROLA FROM
$39.99. (202) 965-2025.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ing fornew facesto promote locally,
in NY, Europe, and Japan. 1st Prize:
Portfolio photos & Coaching - worth

(703) 578-9873

You probably know us as
the nation’s second
largest long distance
communications company.

Now, take the opportunity

to get to know. us better as

a company that offers outstanding career opportu-

active thinkers who
can...AND WANT to

make things happen.

Our company was founded on the spirit of change
and innovation.

And, it

thrives today on the collective spirit of our people. Talented individuals
who are willing to go
that extra mile, take

chances and stand out

from the rest.

If you possess this spirit,
complimented by an
excellent academic and
extracurricular record,

please take the time to get
to know us better at our
Career Recruiting Day.

INTERVIEW DATE.
EEE) ge
March 15th
7-8:30PM
Conference Center

$1800. 2nd prize: Make-over & photos worth $250. 3rd prize: Make-over
worth $65. (301) 907-9707.

FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT JOBS:
37 page employment guide listing
33 Agent/Officer careers. Job descriptions, qualifications, application
procedures, salaries, and more. Send
$9.95 to FCF-Hoya, P.O. Box 2176,

If unable to attend, please
send resume to: Human

INVESTMENT PLANS AND TAX DEFERRED COLLEGE SAVINGS PROGRAMS FOR FUTURE HOYAS! CONTACT LARRY VENTRESCA, C/77 (708)
453-6664 (METLIFE).

Relations Dept. 0309/001,
MCI Communications,

Resources, College

1801 Pennsylvania Ave, NW,
Washington, DC 20006.
Equal opportunity
employer m/f/d/v.

| Largest Library of Information
in U.S.
19,278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS

Order Catalog Today with Visa / MCor COD

800-351-0222
{ 11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

1258 Wisconsin Ave.

McLean, VA 22101 ©"

(202) 338-7331.

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information

& In Georgetown 202-338-5425
Yur

“nities to creative, pro-

JAPANESE LANGUAGE TUTOR: Experienced native speaker. All levels, be-

*Orientation is reserved only for those
applicants registered for interview times.

pri

Barnard College is offering housing
at moderate rates to interns, associates,
and students from May 31 until
August 14, 1993. Located across the street
from Columbia University in one of the
city’s most exciting neighborhoods,
Barnard provides convenient access
to all that New York offers.

Cail:

Special Requests...NO PROBLEM!

>

RE

Group discounts
available

KEGS!
KEGS!

ar
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GEORGETOWN

Men's Basketball

[but] Lonnie was shooting so well from

the outside, so I was better able to concentrate on defense and help out Duane

launched his first three-pointer, catch-

ing nothing but net while the Hoyas

,
|
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HAE
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0
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The Hoyas started to slow the pace as

the 2:00 mark approached, and while
Popa continued to miss, the Hoyas increased the rebounding gap, easily prolonging the Hurricanes’ agony. By this
time, Miami was forced to foul Georgetown every time they took possession
and to try to hit threes consistently. Unfortunately for the team without a conference road win, such shots refused to
fall, and the Hoyas took an 82-64 lead,
running out the clock for a win.
While Harrell was the star of the game,

the Hoyas all contributed, out-rebounding the Hurricanes as a team 46-22 —
including 19 offensive boards compared
to Miami’s eight— and going to the line
a whopping 34 more times, out-scoring
Miami from the charity stripe 32-3.
Harrington was among four Hoyas in
double figures with 20 points and 11
caroms, including seven on the offensive side. He was joined by fellow freshman Spencer, who poured in 10, and
Churchwell, who scored 16 and pulled
down 11 boards. Jacques played another
capable game filling in for Brown at
point, while Brown contributed six
points and four assists in his 21 minutes
of play.
For the game, Georgetown hit 43.1
percent of its attempted field goals, and
a whopping 85.7 percent from beyond
the three-point line. They also hit 80
percent of their free throws and managed to turn the ball over only 12 times.
“The last couple of games are really
important for us down the stretch,” said
Brown regarding the looming Big East
tournament and the end of the regular
season. “I think it’s really important for
a team to play well at the end of the
season, especially ateam thatis trying to
get into the tournament.

Ic
Sd

Michael Conatnan/The HOYA

Sophomore Lonnie Harrell’s inspired offense, including five three-pointers, propelled the Hoyas past the Hurricanes.

Tennis

Big East Women’s Basketball Championship
Providence (7)

St. John’s (8)

Georgetown Overcomes Grim

BC (10)

Syracuse (9)

Weather En Route to Victories

Georgetown (2)

|

Miami (1)

UConn (3)

Hoyas Cruise Past American, 9-0 and Defeat UMBC, 5-3

Pittsburgh (4)

thon,
while
Vohmann
dropped
American’s Russell Oster, 6-0, 6-7, 6-0.

By Dan Graziano
HOYA

Seton Hall (6)

Villanova (5)

Staff Writer

Bittles defeated Mike Brennan, 6-1, 6-4

Georgetown’s men’s and women’s
tennis teams, scattered throughout the

Women's Basketball

Looking Toward the Tournament
By Ken House
HOYA Staff Writer
The Big East Women’s Basketball
Tournament this weekend will serve both
as a springboard to the NCAA Tournament for the winner and possibly for two
other teams who play exceedingly well,
and it will preview next year’s Big East
regular season.
Georgetown and Miami, the regular
season co-champions, are the obvious
favorites heading into the tournament.
Georgetown, led by its senior triumvirate of Niki Reid, Leni Wilson and Big
East Player of the Year candidate Kris
Witfill, have momentum on their side
after winning nine straight games.The
Hoyas’ number two seeding— based on
Miami’s sweep of Connecticut as opposed to Georgetown’s split — gives
them the more difficult road to the tournament finale, however.
Assuming the Friars beat last-place
Boston College, Georgetown should first

face tournamenthost Providence, ateam
said to harbor harsh feelings toward the
Hoyas after suffering amid-season drubbing in January. If Georgetown defeats
Providence, it could face arch-rival Connecticut in a semi-final that would be
sure to cause fireworks.
Miami,

led by senior center Vicki

Plowden and senior guard Della Wilson, has not been as imposing this season as last when they swept through the
regular season and tournament without
a Big East defeat. Last year’s other Big
East Tournament finalist, Connecticut,
found it hard to replace graduated seniors Debbie Baer and Wendy Davis.
But their winning tradition, coupled with
young stars sophomore Rebecca Lobo
and freshman Jen Rizzotti, make the
Huskies a viable threat.
The

dark

horse

teams,

Pittsburgh,

Villanova and Seton Hall, could pose
serious problems both this weekend and
next season. The Panthers feature senior

forward Jonna Huemrich and a lineup

j

MAN

has been searching for

mee

that Thompson

during the team’s long streak of lopsided, and— at times downright embarrassing losses — in the body of sophomore guard/forward Lonnie Harrell.
Harrell took off early and played his
best game ever, hitting five of six threepointers, seven of eight free throws,
collecting seven defensive boards, dishing out five assists and snaring five
steals in 34 minutes of play.
“We have been working hard in practice, [and] the coach has been working
us hardest on our confidence,” said a
tired but happy Harrell after the game. “I
understand my role, and I just have to
play hard and help the team any way I
can.”
Harrell, along with fellow sophomore
point guard John Jacques, saw major
playing time because starting junior point
guard Joey Brown is still recovering
from an ankle sprained earlier this season and freshman guard Eric Micoud
redislocated his shoulder before the Pitt
game and is still unable to contribute
significant minutes.
The game started out with both teams
playing sloppily, as ’Canes center
Constantin Popashotan airball and Hoya
freshman Othella Harrington boggled a
pass inside. The ensuing dry spell lasted
until the 17:15 mark, when a pinpoint
pass from Brown hit junior forward
Robert Churchwell, who slammed home
the Hoyas’ first points of the ballgame.
Churchwell followed his dunk with a
straight-up trey, while Popa hit a layup
for Miami’s first score.
Freshman forward Duane Spencer got
into the game early off the baseline as
Brown found him, and Spencer then
drove the lane and shot home a leaner
over Miami forward Hammie Ward. On
the otherend, Popa continued to struggle
with his second airball and the power of
Harrington, who was forcing the issue
down low in the blocks.
After another baseline drive by Spencer, Miami crawled back into the game,
largely off two consecutive treys by
point guard Michael Gardner, but Brown
quickly converted two free throws, and
some tough play on the glass from Reid
stemmed the Miami tide.
About this time Harrell took over and

Morton and Popa both went in to
score, but two free throws from Harrell,
a missed Miami dunk by forward Pat
Lawrence and a baseline 10-footer by
Spencer bumped the Hoya lead to 6249.
The Hoyas neverlooked back. Harrell
made one of his five steals and fed
Jacques for aflying layup, then stole the
game again and hit his fifth trey, inflating the lead to 18 points, 67-49 at the
9:11 mark.
After a Miami timeout, Churchwell
hit a baseline jumper and the ’Canes
Edwards came alive with some threepointers down the stretch. Fortunately
for Georgetown, Miami was in the penalty, and fouls on Harrell and Harrington
sent the players consistently to the charity stripe as the Hurricanes got increasingly flustered, making horrendous
cross-court passes and’ missing shots
they had hit in the first half.

full of size and strength, while the Wildcats rely on two talented guards, senior

Nikki Benedix and freshman Michele
Thornton, to run the show. Finally, the
Pirates have one of the most talent-laden
programs in the Conference — junior
Jodi Brooks and freshman Dawn Johnson will both contend for All-Big East
honors next season.
The teams that make up the
tournament’s consolation round will
most likely play the last game of their
seasons by Saturday. But Providence,
St. John’s, Syracuse and Boston College each have players who can damage

overconfident opponents.
The Friars are led by junior guard
SonyaLewis, who is atremendous threepoint threat, while St. John’s junior Pam
Odom offers a great all-around game.
Syracuse is a big team led by senior
athletic guard Erin Kenneally, and Boston College’s senior Sarah Behn was in
the top five in the nation in scoring this
season.

District Wednesday, faced frigid conditions, early darkness and solid area competition in three early-season matches.
The men won both of their contests, 5-3
“over American University (AU) and 9-0

over University of Maryland Baltimore

County (UMBC), while the women won
three of the four matches completed in
their darkness-shortened competition
against Howard.
Head coach Rich Bausch said the
weather was the Hoyas’ toughest opponent. “It was windy and cold and you
couldn’t feel your hands,” he said, “It
was a cruddy day to play. The fact that
they got through

and managed

to get

wins was the main thing.”
Half the Hoya men’s squad traveled
to American for what turned out to be a
grudge

match:

American

had

while Kennedy coasted over Martin
Petralla, 6-2, 6-2.
Recording losses for Georgetown
were junior John Santoro, who lost to
the Eagles’ Guido Weinberg, 6-4, 6-3 in
arematch of last fall’s DC Metro Championship final, and sophomore Andy
Parker, who lost a three-setter to Larry
Meltzer, 7-6, 3-6, 6-4.
In doubles competition only two of
the three scheduled matches were completed. Santoro and Parker downed
Meltzer and Brennan, 6-2, 6-2, to seal
the overall victory for Georgetown.
Adamson credited the team’s early
morning February workout sessions at
Yates for the AU victory. “All those 7
a.m. workouts really made the difference for us,” he said. “We were able to
outlast them in those tough three-setters.”

beaten

Georgetown last fall, and the Hoyas
were eager for another crack at the
Eagles.
In singles competition the Hoyas took
four of six matches at American. Senior
captain Terry Adamson and junior Christopher Vohmann were both involved in
three-set victories for Georgetown, while

The rest of the men’s team stayed
home to face UMBC and won all their
matches. Junior Greg Lester, playing at
number one, beat UMBC’s Ken Shipley,
6-2,

6-1.

Juniors

Julian

Baker,

Bob

Wilhelm and sophomore Dan Cohen
scored straight-set victories for Georgetown, while junior Robert Clarkson and

their sophomore teammates Mark Bittles

sophomore

and Brian Kennedy breezed past their
opponents.
Adamson outlasted AU’s Pete Freeman, 5-7, 6-4, 6-4 in a two hour mara-

needed three sets to send their adversar-

Derek

Spotswood

each

ies packing.
The Hoyas also swept the doubles
competition against UMBC. Baker and

Wilhelm beat the team of Shipley and
Mo Taylor, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4 in number-one
doubles, while the number-two Hoya
doubles team consisting of Spotswood
and Clarkson dropped Matt Daab and
Bobby Hoffman, 6-4, 6-3. Lester and
Cohen wrapped up the Hoya sweep with
a resounding 6-1, 6-1 triumph over
UMBC’s William Brown and Omar
Khan.
According to Lester, the Hoyas’ inability to play at the top of their games
was less important than the fact that
Georgetown won the match.
“Knowing how to win is better than
looking good and losing,” said Lester.
“While the win was more difficult than
we had wanted,

we

all came

7A

“We finally won a goddamned ball
game.”
John Thompson announced this fact
with a face that broke into a smile after
his Hoyas finally put all the pieces together against the Miami Hurricanes
and gained revenge for am early season
loss, dominating from the start, 82-64.
The Hoyas found that elusive “spark”

with Constantin [Popa].”

NN

exhibited crisp ball movement. Ward
was hit with another foul in the paint,
and the turnover gave the ball back to
Harrell. The sophomore unleashed another trey before Miami turned the ball
over again to Harrell, who made a nice
dish to Churchwell whose hook shot
was good for two.
Miami, looking like the Georgetown
team of the last nine games, made another attempt to get into the game, but
Brown again made abig play on a leaner
and by the first official timeout the score
was 25-16 in favor of the Hoyas.
After the timeout, Hurricanes’ freshman guard Steve Edwards, the Big East
Rookie of the Week, hit a three and a
shot plus a free throw to keep the *Canes
close, but Harrell’s third dead-on three
kept the Hoyas ahead.
Despite better play by Popa, Harrell
and Churchwell took control of the game
with an assortment of jumpers, dunk
attempts, free throws and fierce rebounding. Just before halftime Harrell hit his
fourth three-pointer of the contest, and
while Miami tried to cut the deficit even
more, a tip-in by Harrington off a Spencer miss solidified the Hoyas’ halftime
lead at 42-32.
The second half began much as the
first half ended, with Miami's Jake
Morton
launching
threes while
Harrington fought in the paint, getting
open at one point for a monster baseline
dunk. Three-pointers kept Miami in the
contest, and Popa made some clutch
hooks inside, but Spencer hit a jumper
for two when it counted, and Don Reid
played tough on the' offensive and defensive boards.
The controversy of the evening came
after a Hoya timeout, when the team
huddled at midcourt. Popa tried to push
his way into the Georgetown huddle and
Reid pushed him away. Popa called out
and threw his hands in the air, pleading
ignorance, and to the boos of the crowd
and Thompson’s intense displeasure
Reid was hit with a technical foul that
Miami converted for two.
“He [Popa] was throwing a few cheap
shots at us, giving us elbows when the
referee was not looking,” Spencer said.
“We just had to let him know we were
not going to take that — sometimes you
just have to let him know you are there.”
The technical served as a wake-up
call for the Hoyas, who were up 52-44,
and with Jacques at point, the Hoyas
began to take control of the half.
Harrington was matched against Ward
and took advantage of the size differential, taking it inside and dishing the ball
out to driving Hoyas when not collecting free passes to the charity stripe.
“I tried to get the ball on the inside,
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Harrell Leads Hoyas in Romp Over Hurricanes

through

with wins and that builds character for
later.”
The men’s team will spend its spring
break in Hilton Head, SC, for practice
interspersed with six matches. Bausch

said it was a prime opportunity for Georgetown to gain valuable playing experience as opposed to just working out.

“Everybody’s in good physical condition,” said Bausch. “But with the lim-

“ited practice time, we haven’t hit as
many balls as we would have liked to.

We’re hoping

some good

weather in

Hilton Head will help us out with that.”
Lester said next week’s sessions
would be a big opportunity for the team
to establish a good foundation from
which to work in the coming months.
“I think this team is going to find itself
next week in Hilton Head,” said Lester.
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